ACR Fee Schedule – Published May 1, 2012
Account Opening Fee (Project, Transaction, Corporate)
Annual Account Fee (Project, Transaction, Corporate)
Project eligibility screening and certification or ARB listing review (per project)
Screening fee for eligibility of methodology (if not an ACR-approved methodology or on the
positive list of other approved methodologies)
Screening fee for new methodologies and modifications to ACR-approved methodologies1

$500
$500
$1,000
$2,500
$5,000

Scientific peer review fee for new methodologies and methodology revisions2
ACR verifier application fee

TBD
$2,000

ACR verifier scope expansion application fee
“ERT” Issuance Fee (per “ERT” issued)

$500
Free

3

Offset Activation Fee (per “ERT”)
Transaction Fee (per “ERT”)4
De-listing Fee (per “ERT”)
Retirement Fee (per “ERT”)
Retirement Certificate (optional)
Account Closing Fee




$0.15
$0.02
$0.03
$0.02
$200
$150

All fees in United States dollars
The Emissions Reduction Ton (“ERT”) is the American Carbon Registry’s unit of exchange
for project-based carbon offsets, also known as Verified Emission Reductions (VERs)
ERTs can only be listed on the American Carbon Registry or by the American Carbon
Registry on other approved registries and exchanges

1

Some methodology modifications and all new methodologies, if deemed eligible for ACR, will require
scientific peer review at additional fees.
2

The cost for scientific peer review is determined during the methodology screening based on the
complexity of the methodology and resulting time and expertise required for scientific peer review.
3

ERTs will be issued without charging issuance fees, however, issued ERTS will be considered “inactive”
and not able to be transacted, retired or de-listed until “activated” by the Account Holder. Upon request of
ERT Activation by the Account Holder, a one-time activation fee will charged per ERT. The fee will be
billed to seller account, but fees can be paid by any party (seller or buyer). Upon receipt of fees, ERTs will
be activated and can be transacted.
4

Billed to buyer

